We consider a semilinear boundary value problem -Au+f(u, x) = 0 in ß C S.N and u = 0 on dQ.. We assume that / is a C°°-smooth function and Í2 is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary. For any Csmooth perturbation h(x) of the right-hand side of the equation we consider the function Nh(S) defined as the number of C2+a-smooth solutions u such that ||«||C0(Q) < 5 of the perturbed problem.
Introduction
Let an elliptic problem (1.1a) f -Au + f(u,x) = 0 inSi, (Lib) \u = 0 on dSi, be given. We assume that fiel* is a bounded domain with a C°°-smooth boundary and /: E x Q -> R is a C°°-smooth function. We consider this problem in the space C2+a(Sl) for some a G (0, 1).
The set of solutions of the problem (1.1) can be uncountable. However, it follows from Smale results that there exists an arbitrarily small CQ-smooth perturbation of the right-hand side of (1.1a) making the solution set of the problem (1.1) discrete. More precisely it follows from results of [ 13] that for any e > 0 there exists a function h g Ca(Sl) such that (1.2) (1) max|/z(x)|<e.
(2) All solutions of the problem (1.3a) ( -Au + f(u,x) = h{x) inQ, (l-3b) l«lan = 0, are isolated.
The solution set of the problem (1.3) can be characterized by the function Nn(S) defined as the number of C2+a-smooth solutions of (1.3) such that HMllc°(n) -S-We are interested in the following informal question: How "small" can Nn(S) be made by a Ca-smooth perturbation h of the right-hand side of (1.1a), such that ||A||cu(ñ) < e? Ehrmann [4] and Fucik and Lovicar [7] (see also [8] ) have proved that the ordinary differential equation u" + f(u) = h(x), xg(0,7t), u(0) = u(ti) = 0, has an infinite number of classical solutions u for any continuous right-hand side h when / is a continuous function and (1.4) lim ^ = +oo.
Other results concerning the existence of infinitely or arbitrarily many solutions of semilinear elliptic equations can be found in [1, 11, 24] and in the survey [23] (see also references there). These results imply that in a general case we cannot expect to make Nh(S) bounded for all S by any Ca -smooth perturbation h . They also suggest that the forementioned question can be posed either concerning a value Nh(S) for some fixed 5 or concerning the asymptotic growth of Nn (S) when S -> oc .
Below we give a partial answer for these questions. Namely, we present explicitly depending on S, e, ho , and / upper bounds on Nh(S) for a properly chosen h G Ca(Sl) such that ||A -^oIIco(q) < e • If S is fixed then h can be chosen by such a way that our estimates of N"(S) persist under perturbations of h which are small in C°-topology. We present also a lower bound for the radius of the ball of such admissible h . Now we can state our main results. We will denote the diameter of Si in the metric of E^ by diam Si and by dilQ. Let M0(S) denote max., <s xe^\f(u, x)\ and M¡(S) denote maxl»l<s,*eñ WD'uf(u > x)\\ (i G {1, 2}). Further, let (1.5) M0(S) = max{l,M0(S)}, M2(S) = max{l, Mt{S), M2(S)}. Theorem 1.1. Let^l cl" be a bounded domain with a C°°-smooth boundary and f G C°°(E x Si) be an arbitrary function such that for any constant c > 0, M2{S + c/M2(S)) = M2(S){l+o(l)) when S -oo.
There exist functions Q\(N, diamQ), &2(N, diamQ) and a function v (S, s) with the following property. Let S > O and a G (0,1) be fixed. For any ho G Ca(Sl) and positive e < 1 there exists h g Ca(Si) such that
(1) h -Ao G C2+a(Si) and \\h-h0\\cl(Ii)<e.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) For any g G Ca{SÏ) such that \\g -A||c0(^, < v{S, s), the number Ng(S) of C2+a-smooth solutions of the boundary value problem (1.6a) (-Au + f(u, x) = g(x) in Si, (l-6b) lw|an = 0, such that ||w||co(Q) < S satisfies the inequality \nNg(S) < e,(7V, diamQ) ((dilSif SN(M0(S) + ||A0||co(ñ/ (1.7)
V . Let a >0 and a G (0, 1) be fixed.
There exists an increasing sequence {Sj}^ tending to infinity and a function 8(tV, diamQ) with the following property. For any ho G CQ(Q) and any positive e < j there exists h G Ca(Q) such that (1) A-AoGC'(Q) and \\h -Aollc«(S) < «• (2) For a«>> y > 1 í/ze number Nh{Sj) of C2+a-smooth solutions of the boundary value problem j -Au + /(«, x) = A(x) mQ, I "Ian = 0, smcA i/za/ ||«||co(Q) < Sj satisfies the following inequality lnNh{Sj)<e{N,diamSi) (1.9) (dilSifS^iMoiS^ + WhoWco^f x F2(S,)7Ar2/4+JV + M2(Sj)N+3 In i Remark 1. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can be proven without the assumption that for any c>0, M2(S + c/M2{S)) = M2(S)(l +o(l)) when 5 -» oc . But proofs will be more awkward without this assumption. Remark 2. It will be seen from the proof that the numbers S¡ mentioned in Theorem 1.2 can be effectively majorized. So, because of the monotonicity of Nn(S) we also have an estimate on In Nn(S) for all S and not only on toNh(Si).
Remark 3. The proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 are constructive. They allow one to find explicit expressions for the functions 8i (N, diam Q), Q2(N, diam Q), and 6(/Y, diamQ) and, thus, to make estimates (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9) completely explicit.
Remark 4. Let ^(ho, e) denote the set of h satisfying the statements (l)-(3) of Theorem 1.1 for some fixed ho, e. Let ^ = U£ h ß?{ho, e) ■ It follows from Theorem 1.1 that %?_ will be an open dense subset of the space of all Ca-smooth functions on Q equipped with the C°-topology.
Similarly, let ß?{ho, s, {Sj}) denote the set of Ca-smooth right-hand sides A(x) of (1.3a) such that the statement of Theorem 1.2 holds for them at some fixed Ao, e, {Sj} . Let <T= (J &(ho,e,{Sj}).
{Sj} Then %? coincides with the set of all Ca-smooth right-hand sides of (1.3a) for which the solution set is discrete. Thus, by the Smale-Sard Theorem [13] %? contains a dense G¿ subset of the space of all CQ-smooth functions on Q equipped with the C°-topology.
This remark explains the word "generic" in the title of the paper. The method which we use to prove the theorem can briefly be described as follows:
Denote the nonlinear operator in the left-hand side of (1.1a) by F(u). Its derivative at a given point u0 can be expressed as
Let «o be fixed and some positive reals a, b be given. The space C2+Q(Q) can be decomposed in a direct sum P¡ © P2, where P\ is a finite-dimensional space of a known dimension and P2 has the following property. Let v e P2, and v\dçi = 0, and ||u -«oil ¿2,™ ^ b/M2(S). Then
Using the implicit function theorem we establish a correspondence between solutions of (1.3) close enough to Wo (in C° norm) and solutions of a certain nonlinear finite-dimensional equation Th(x) -0 in a ball in P\ . However to apply the implicit function theorem we need in particular an explicit upper estimate of the norm of the operator [F'(uo)\p2]~l : lmF'(uo)\p2 -» P2 , where P2 and \mF'(uo)\p2 are equipped with C°-topology. This operator is bounded due to the ellipticity of F'(uo). An explicit estimate of its norm can be deduced using the standard techniques of the theory of elliptic PDE's.
Let IMICo(ñ) ^ $ an<l w be a solution of (1.3). Then estimates on ||w||ci(ñ) can also be derived. Thus, a set of all solutions of problems (1.3) for all h satisfying (1.2) belongs to a compact subset of C°(Q). This set can be covered by a finite number of balls in which we can reduce the problem to a finitedimensional case. Using such a cover it is possible to reduce a search for the perturbation, existence of which is stated in Theorem 1.1, to a search in a finitedimensional set for a point such that its projections on certain linear subspaces will not be near-critical values of the finite-dimensional mappings corresponding to the unperturbed problem (1.1) in neighborhoods of the centres of balls of the cover.
To prove the existence of such points we use the result of Yomdin (a quantitative version of the classic Sard's theorem) [14, 15] which gives an estimate on the number of balls of a given radius covering a set of near-critical values of a smooth finite-dimensional mapping. It should be noted that a number of authors used the Smale-Sard theorem + the existence of a priori bounds in order to prove the finiteness of the solution set of a generic nonlinear boundary value problem (cf. [5, 6, 12] ). However, their results are not constructive because the classic finite-dimensional Sard's theorem is the pure existence theorem.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is somewhat more intricate. The required perturbation of Ao is constructed inductively. At each step a perturbation A, is constructed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. It makes N-g " (S¡) satisfy the inequality (1.7) for S¡ as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Moreover, this can be done in such a way that Nn(Si) for all A close enough to J2'j=o^j would also satisfy (1.7). So Y^'j=o^j may be perturbed further to make Nx¡+ih (Sj+i) satisfy the inequality (1.7), etc.
It may occur that for boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations the estimates given by (1.7), (1.9) can be significantly improved. We conjecture that in the case A^ = 1 it is possible to prove upper bounds on Ng(S) in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 of the form Ng(S) < e(lengthíí)(SM2(S))a, where a is a constant.
However, we believe that for the case of arbitrary N the upper bounds on Ng(S) in Theorem 1.1 cannot be made polynomially dependent on ||Ao||CO(ä) ' M0{S), Mi(S), M2{S). The reason is that the dimension of the kernel of the linearized operator can depend on Mi (S) polynomially and that the cardinality of the inverse image set of a generic value of a quadratic mapping of the unit ball in Em into itself can be 2m .
It is obvious from the proof that the methods and results of this paper can be easily generalized for a general class of elliptic operators and boundary conditions.
Another possible way to generalize Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 is to consider a nonlinear boundary value problem r -Au + f{u,x,X) = 0 inQ, ( ' } \ m = 0 onÖQ, smoothly depending on a parameter X. (In the situation of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 the right-hand side h can be considered as this parameter.) The analogs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will state that in the e-neighborhood of any A0 there exists X such that the number of solutions of (1.12) satisfies some prescribed in advance estimates, similar to (1.7) or (1.9). This work can be regarded as a work on geometry of nonlinear elliptic operators on Banach spaces. In this connection, we would like to mention papers [17] [18] [19] [20] 22] . Although results of these papers are not related directly with our results, geometric approaches were used there in order to investigate properties of specific semilinear operators in Banach spaces and, in particular, to obtain results about the multiplicity of solutions of corresponding boundary value problems when the right-hand side of the equation varies.
2. Some explicit a priori estimates for solutions of semilinear elliptic equations Let Pi be a finite-dimensional space spanned by eigenfunctions of a Schrö-dinger operator -A + tp(x) in Lq(Q) corresponding to its eigenvalues X < Xo where X0 is a given constant. If <p(x) g C2+q(Q) , then Pi c C2+Q(Q) c Cl(SÎ)_. Thus, we can consider norms || ||L2 and || ||Ci on Pi inherited from L2(Q) and Cl(Sl), correspondingly. Obviously, ||w||¿2 < y/jOfllwHco. Because Pi is finite dimensional there exists an estimate of the type ||w||ci < *{<P, ¿ojIMIl* > for all u e Pi . In this section we present an explicit expression for x(q>, Xq) (Proposition 2.3).
The equations (1.3) together with the inequality (1.2) and the assumption HMllc°(ñ) -S imply the existence of an a priori bound on IMICi(q) • An explicit upper bound on ||w||Ci(ñ) is given by Proposition 2.2. Hence the set of solutions u suchthat ||w||co(ñ) -$ of all boundary value problems (1.3) with A satisfying (1.2) is compact. Thus, it can be covered by a finite number of C°-balls of a fixed radius. Proposition 2.4 estimates a number of balls of prescribed radii necessary to cover this solution set.
To prove the inequality ||w||Ci(q) < t(ç», Ao)||w||i2(ñ) f°r u e A mentioned before, we prove the following proposition, which also will be used to estimate the C°-norm of a solution v of a nonhomogeneous boundary value problem J -Av(x) + ç>(x)v(x) = A(x) inQ, I v\aa = 0, in terms of L2-norm of v and C°-norm of A. We prove this proposition using well-known techniques introduced by De Giorgi. Some results similar to the result of this proposition and other methods of proving results of such type can be found in [3, (see also references there). Remark. The value of C(N) given by (2.2) can be significantly improved (for example, using a symmetrization). Note that if ß is not a critical value of v then dDß is smooth. By Sard's theorem the set of critical values of d is a set of zero measure. Up to the formula (2.6") we will assume that ß is not a critical value of v . By Schwarz's inequality Applying Green's formula we get (2.6')
Combining (2.6) and (2.6') with (2.5) and afterwards substituting the resulting inequality into (2. for any x G Q.
Proof. Integrating (1.1) we get (b) (2.14)
where C(N) is given by the formula (2.2).
Proof. Let u = ^í/u^a} aiui > where u¡ are the eigenfunctions of the unit L2-norm corresponding to the eigenvalues X,. For any of the functions u¡ the following estimates take place:
by Proposition 2.1. and
by Proposition 2.2.
Now note that
Part (a) follow now from (2.15). Similarly, part (b) can be deduced from (2.15), (2.16), and the inequality lZ7ll)\oíl\<^ímJÄ)^|r^2l. □
The next proposition shows how many balls of a prescribed radius in C°(Q) are a priori sufficient to cover the set Qs defined as
and m is a solution of (1.3)}, and considered as a subset of C°(Q). We assume here that 0 < e < 1. Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that for any 5,
The techniques from the Kolmogorov and Tihomirov work [9] used to prove Theorem XIV there can be used to construct the cover of the set Q's by balls of the radius ¿p(S) with centers in C°(Q) satisfying part (a) of Proposition 2.4 for some constant *(tV, diamQ). Let us sketch the idea of the construction.
Denote w-Nl/N\Si\ifN(Mo(S) + l)
by Mi(S). Considera p(S)/(S const! (yV)dilQMi (5))-net NT for Q and in Q such that all distances between points of the net are not less than p(S)/(S const, (tV) dil SiMx (S)) ( where const](TV) > 1 is a constant which will be defined later). It can be easily shown that there exists a net satisfying these conditions and containing const2(5(7V,(5) + 1) dil Q/p(S))N points (where const2 is some fixed constant depending only on tV and diamQ). We assume that NT is such a net. For any function u £ Si's all its values on Q are defined up to the accuracy p(S)/S (actually, even up to the accuracy /?(5)/(8 const, (tV))) by values of u at points of the net. If only approximate values of u at points of the net up to the accuracy />(5)/8 are known, then the value of « in a point of Q is defined up to the accuracy p(S)/4. So, we consider only a discrete set D = {;>(5)/8 const,(A^)}58=c0onstl(;v)S/p(5)] of possible values of u in every point of the net. We will call a mapping y/ from NT to D admissible if it can be obtained by the following way. Let u be an arbitrary function from Q's. For every point xo G NT we define ^(xo) as the closest to u(xq) point in D. We will call two points of the net close if the balls of radius />(5)/(8const,(7V)dilQiWi (5)) centered at these points have a nonempty intersection. Note that the difference of the values of any u e Q's at any two close points does not exceed p(S)/(4const,(N)).
So, a mapping NT -> D is admissible only if its values in close points differ by not more than p(S)/(2const,(N)).
Thus, the number of admissible mappings of NT into D does not exceed ([8const,(yV)5/>(5)] + i)9™™t2{S{M0{S)+i)di\ii/P{S)f _ Given a mapping y/: NT -> D such that its values in close points differ by not more than p(S)/(2const,(N)), we can construct, using a partition of unity, a function A on all E^ which assumes prescribed values at prescribed points and has a gradient with the norm bounded by const3(yV)dilQM,(5). Here const3(Ar) is a constant which does not depend on const, (N) . Now let const,(N) = max-jconsts^), 1}. It is easy to see that restrictions of all such constructed functions A on Q form the set of the centers of the balls of a necessary cover of Q's .
This cover will also be a cover of Qs . Now consider only those balls of the cover which have nonempty intersections with Qs . For every such ball B we consider a point xB G B n Qs and a ball B' of the radius p(S) and centered at xb ■ The union of all such balls B' is a necessary cover. D
Generalized
Lyapunov Schmidt procedure
In this section we introduce the direct sum decompositions briefly mentioned before. These decompositions will be used to reduce the problem (1.3) locally to a finite-dimensional equation 7o(x) = 0. We find some upper bounds on the norms of the first and the second differentials of Th . We also study here how Th depends on the right-hand side of the equation (1.3a) .
Let «o be a solution of the problem (1.3) with a right-hand side A such that || A ||co(ñ) < e . We consider the decomposition C2+a(Q) = u0 + Pi © P2, (regarding C2+Q(Q), P,, P2 as subspaces of L2(Q)), where P, is a finitedimensional space spanned by all eigenfunctions of the operator F'(uq) = -A + fl(uo(x), x) on Lq(Q) corresponding to eigenvalues X such that X < a + b, where a and b are positive constants which will be defined later. This decomposition has the following useful properties: Proposition 3.1. Let ||wollco(ñ) -$ ■ (1) There exists a constant C,, depending only on N suchthat (3.1) dimP, <Cu(a +b + Mx(S))N'2(diamSi)N.
(2) For any u G C2+Q(Q) such that ||w -«ollz,2(ñ) < b/M2(S), and ||«||co(ñ) < 5, and for any w g P2 such that w\dSÏ = 0 ;
, and ||w||co(ñ) < 5, and for any w e P2 such that w\dci = 0 ;
(4) Every function h G P, satisfies the inequality
with an appropriate constant const(7V, diam Q).
Proof. To prove (3.1) we use the monotonicity properties of eigenvalues. First note that for every i,
Furthermore, X¡(-A -Mi(S)) can be minorized by the /'th eigenvalue of -A -Mi(5) on Lq(Q') , where Q' is a ball of radius diamQ comprising Q.
This yields (3.1).
To show (3.2) note that by the definition of P2 for any v e P2 such that v\9si = 0, (3) (4) (5) (6) \\F'(uo)v\\L2{U)>(a + b)\\v\\L2{^.
Hence for any u such that ||w -wollen) ^ b/M2(S),
Here we used the obvious fact that ||£>2P(w)|| < maxx€^ \f¡¡u(u(x), x)\. This completes the proof of (3.2). Let the mapping g be defined by the formula g(x,y) = x-A~l(G(x,y)-zi).
For each y G Pv(0) this mapping can be regarded as a mapping of BE(0) c X into X. The inequality (3.14) shows that this mapping is a contraction. Suppose now, that in addition to (3.13) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) r<--£--, ||z,||<
\\g(x,y)\\ < \\g(Q,y)\\ + \\g(x,y) -g(0, y)\\ < ¿ + ¿ = e.
Thus, for each y e Br(0) g(-, y) maps Be(0) c X into itself. Hence, by the Strict Contraction Mapping Principle it has a unique fixed point. We can take this point to be v^Zx\y). Note that we can choose e = (2\\A~l ||C, + l)r, where r is defined by (3.10). The continuity of v(z^(y) and (ii) are proven in [10] . To prove (3.12) note that if ||^|| = r, < r, then we can take r,(2||^_1||C, + 1)
for e, and this e will satisfy (3.13). The proof above shows that v(z°\y) G P£(0) also for this e , which proves (3.12). D Suppose now that some a(S), b(S) > 0 are fixed, ||wo||co(q) < S, Pi and P2 are defined as at the beginning of this section. Let us introduce the space P2° = {MGP2|M|oi2 = 0}, and denote by mUo(S) an upper bound Cn(a + b + Mi(S))N/2 on dimP, which follows immediately from (3.1). Here the constant C,2 depends on tV and diamQ only.
Let g, =F'(u0)(Pi)©CokerP'(w0) and Q2 = F'(u0)(P%). Obviously, Q, ® 02 = C°(ñ).
We shall consider P,, P2 , Ö,, Q2 as normed spaces with C°-norm or with L2-norm. Correspondingly, linear mappings between these spaces will be equipped with C° or L2-norm.
Let 71q¡ , tcq2 denote operators of orthogonal projection onto Q¡ and g2, respectively. Applying 7tQt and kq2 to the problem (1.3) we can replace it by the following equivalent system: Now we want to apply Proposition 3.2 to the mapping uq2 op : P1? x P, -+ Q2, where all three spaces P2 , P,, and Q2 are assumed to be equipped with C°-norms. Proposition 3.1 (3) implies that The right-hand side of (3.19) can be taken for C, . And ||£>2C7(x,y)\\< M2(S) < M2(S).
We take 5-||wollco(ñ) f°r ro • Thus, formulae (3.9), (3.10) can be written as follows. Denote Moreover, y/-h(ui) is the unique solution u2 of (3.24) in the ball P(2||^-i||c1+i)r around nPo(uo) in P^ (see (3.18) , (3.19) for the estimates of ||^4_1||, C,). Let T-h: B^)S)(nPl(uo)) -* Q\ be defined by the formula (3.25) Th(ux) = nQlF(ui, y/-h(ui)) -nQlh.
We have proven the following proposition: Proposition 3.3. Let F(uq) = h. Suppose ||wollco(n) -^ ~ r(^) ■ F°r any h G Ca(Q) such that ||A -À||c0,g, < ô(S) the cardinality of the set of solutions u G Cq+q(Q) of the boundary value problem F(u) = h such that ||M-wollco(n) < r (S) does not exceed the cardinality of the solution set of the equation T-h ( u, ) = 0 in the finite-dimensional ball B^S)(nPl(uo)) in Pi.
Now we would like to estimate the first and second derivatives of T-h and to obtain some information about the dependence of Th on h .
Let (3.28) Aab(S) = 2(kab(S)(Mi(S) + a(S) + b(S))iN"+i + l).

It follows from Proposition 3.2 that (3.29) ||ui -at»,(uoîllco^)+ ll^("i)-^(Mo)||Co(g) <r(S)Aab(S).
Note also that F'(uo) is a selfadjoint operator on Lq(Q) . Hence Co+a(Q) D KerP'(«o) = CokerP'(«o) • Thus, P, = ß, , and all estimates on elements of Pi hold automatically for elements of Q, . Suppose now that <5, > 0 is a given constant and A,, A2 G CQ(Q) satisfy \\hl-h\\CO{U)<ô(S) (/G {1,2}), \\hi -h2\\c0{ïi) < Si . Then (c) (3.33) ||PAl(Ml) -rÄ2(Mi)||L2(n) < ôi (l + £j|j) vloî, Estimate now ||7ra.DFpl(«i , u2)\\Li, i G {1, 2}, and \\71q{DFpo(ui , w2)||/_2
for w, G B^)sJnPl(uo)). For any i> G P, ,
Hence \\tiq2DFPi(ui , u2)\\L2 < M2(5)||«i -nPl(uo) + U2 -^o(wo)||co(ñ) < M2(5)r(5)Aûft(5). Here we used (3.29) (recall that u2 = y/-h{u\)). Thus, (3.36) \\7tQ2DFPi(ui, u2)\\L> < M2(5)r(5)Aaè(5).
Similarly, \\nQlDFPl(ui, u2)\\Li < \\7iQlDFPl(7iPl(u0) + nPo(uo))\\L2 (3.37) + M2(5)||w, -nP¡(u0) + u2 -^o(Mo)||co(g)
< max{M, (5), a(S) + b(S)} + M2(S)r(S)Aab(S). (3.38) \\nQlDFPo(ui, u2)\\L2 < M2(S)r(S)Aab(S).
Note that because of the assumption (3.30) ( 
3.39) M2(S)r(S)Aab(S) < b(S).
Hence 
> (a(S) + A(S))||^,(«,) -WhMWL2(ñ) -A(5)||^,(m,) -^("Oll2= a(S)\\y/h(ui) -y/h2(ui)«2
Therefore, We showed in the previous section that the number of solutions of the problem ,x) = À(x) inQ, Í -Au + f(u, I u\dn = 0, (where ||A-A||c0(g} < S (S), IIAH^gj < e) suchthat ||w-«o||c°(ñ) < r(S) does not exceed the number of solutions of the finite-dimensional equation (4.2) 7iQlF(ui,y/h(ui)) = nQlh, in the ball B^}S)(nPi(uo)) in P, . Recall that «o is a solution of (1.3a,b) such that \\u0\\CO{Ti)<S-r(S); S(S) and r(S) are given by (3.22) and (3.23) . When a(S) and b(S) are defined by the formula (3.46), S(S) and r(S) satisfy the inequalities (3.48) and (3.49), (3.50), respectively.
We would like to choose h in such a way to make the number of solutions of the perturbed problem (4.1) small. This means that we should choose A to make the numbers of solutions of a set of finite-dimensional equations (4.2) small. (Every equation in this set corresponds to a function «o which is an element of a certain net in the a priori solution set. See §5 for more details.) Thus we come to the problem a simplified version of which can be stated as follows.
Let l™clf, i G {1, ... , K} , be K linear subspaces of a Euclidean space W . Let <p,■ : Em D Bp -> Ef be K maps from a ball of a radius p around the origin in Em into Wf . We would like to find <JeE" such that |£| < e and the total number of solutions N^ of all equations <p¡(x) = n^S, (considered separately) is the smallest possible. Suppose such Ç is found. What can be said about Ñsl
The case K = 1 of this problem was considered in [16] (even in much more greater generality). The considerations there were grounded on the quantitative version of the Sard's Theorem proven in [14] (see also [15] ). We present here an immediate corollary from this theorem (Theorem 4.1). The results of [16] can be easily generalized for the case of K > 1 and an upper bound on Nç in the mentioned problem can be found.
However, we should deal with a bit more intricate technical problem below. One difference is due to the fact that the mapping of the left-hand side of the equation (4.2) depends on the right-hand side (via the mapping y/~h(ui)). Another difference is that for some technical reasons we would also like to ensure the existence of some ball around £ such that for every £' from this ball the same estimate on Nt, as on Ñ¿ will hold. (The projection of A on a finite-dimensional space to be defined later plays the role of £ here.) The third difference is due to the fact that we look for f not in the ball of a prescribed small radius but in a convex subset of the ball. (This subset arises because the topology in the Euclidean space corresponds to L2-topology in the functional space, and this subset corresponds to a set of functions close to zero in C1-topology. We cannot derive any lower bounds of its volume and, so, need geometric Lemma 4.3 which makes possible to compare the volume of this set with a volume of a "forbidden" set corresponding to "bad" perturbations.) Nevertheless, one can cope with these additional features of the problem using the approach based on the quantitative Sard's theorem. As a result we get Lemma 4.4 which is the main ingredient in our proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
First consider a ball B™ of radius p > 0 in a Euclidean space W" . Let tp: Bp" ^Rm be a C2-smooth function. Let R¡(<p) denote Z(ç9,A) denote the set {x G P™|minv€Rm;|"|=, \D<p(x)v\ < X}, and A(p,A) denote g>(L(y, X)).
The following theorem is a direct corollary of the quantitative Sard's theorem proven in [14] . Theorem 4.1 [14, 15] . There exists a universal constant Co > 0 such that for any positive e the minimal number of balls of radius e sufficient to cover the set A(<p, X) (we denote this number by M(<p, X, e)) satisfies the following inequality: and for any ¿¡ G M.p such that \£¡ -¿¡o\ < Co the cardinality of the inverse image set (x¡ ° <pei)~l(ßi(£)) does not exceed (2(p + â*)/ô*)m , and a distance between any two elements of this set is not less than ô*.
Proof. We shall prove this lemma in two stages. First we shall prove that there exists £o satisfying (a) and such that for any £, satisfying |¿; -^0| < £o and for any mappings <pe¡ satisfying the conditions of the lemma (4.6) dist(/j,(0 , X(A(<Pu , e0))) > £o, for any i e {1, ..., K}. Secondly, we will prove that (4.6) implies (b).
To prove the existence of £o satisfying both (a) and inequality (4.6) we compare the volumes of the p-dimensional ball BP of radius y centered at the origin and of the set Q G W, which we define as follows. We consider for every i a system of M((p¡, (C + l)eo, £o) balls of radius eo in Kw covering A((ßi, (C + l)eo) ■ Denote these balls by B¡j (for every i e {I, ... , K} j changes from 1 to M(tp¡, (C+ l)eo, eo)). For every B¡¡ we consider a concentric ball B'ij in Rm of radius 3e0. Let Q be {\JíjPTHxí{B'íj))) n BP. Note Thus, the equality holds when A and B are simplices of the described above type with one vértice at the origin. But any convex set containing the origin can be approximated by disjoint unions of considered simplices. So, the equality is valid for all convex A and B .
To prove the lemma we apply the symmetrization about Rn~m to V. We cross V by all linear submanifolds Lm parallel to Em . Let B(Lm) be the ball in Lm centered at Lm n E""m and of such radius that voWP(L"!))=volm(Z/*nF).
Then by definition the result of the application of the symmetrization to V will be \JLm B(Lm). We denote it by SV. It is well known that SV will be a compact convex body and vol"(5F) = vol"(F) (cf. [21] ). Note that sectw(5F) = sectw(F) and that SV nRn~m is a convex set such that vo\"-m(SV nR"-m) = pr"_TO(F). Suppose that sect",(F") = volm(F n L%) for some linear submanifold Lq" parallel to Em . We may consider the point (SVnL0n)n(SVnR"""1) as the new origin. Note that the set (SV n L%) * (SV n E"_m) is contained in SV because of the convexity of SV. By the observation at the beginning of the proof vol"(K) = vol"(5K) > vol"((SK n L%) * (SV n E"-m)) _ volw(5FnL0")vol"-m(5FnE"-m) PI _ sectm(F)pr"_m(F) (") In Lemma 4.2 we dealt with mappings x¡0(Pi (or x¡°<Pei) from B™ toan mdimensional subspace of Rk (denote this subspace R™ ). Now we would like to prove the similar result but for the case of mappings if/, = X°9i:'-Bp": x (R™')1--» Ef ' c R" . (R™')1-denotes the orthogonal complement from Ej"'" to E^ . Note that the dimension m¡ of the domain depends now on /", but we assume that for any i, m¡ < m. Even more important difference is that now we look for the point £ not in the ball of radius y but in a convex subset Vy of this ball. where the constants C$(N, \Si\) and C%(N, |Q|) were defined by the inequalities (3.49) and (3.50). Results of §3 permit reduction of the local problems concerning numbers of solutions in small balls B of the cover to finite dimensional problems, and results of §4 allow us to prove the existence of Ca-smooth A with arbitrary small C°-norm such that all these local problems do not have very many solutions. Moreover, this property persists under small perturbations of A . When we will apply results of §3 we take 5 + r(S) and not 5 as a value of the a priori upper bound on the C°-norm of solutions. We do so because otherwise small balls centered at points Uo with C°-norms almost equal to 5 will be partially outside the ball {u g C°°(Q)| ||w||c0(ñ) < s) ■ Thus> all estimates will be in the terms of M2(S + r(S)). But the assumption that for any c>0, M2(S + c/M2(S)) = M2(S)(l+o(\)) when 5->+00, makes it possible to write all estimates in terms of M2 (5) . Thus, we get Theorem 1.1.
To prove Theorem 1.2 we use the freedom to perturb A a bit while not increasing significantly the number of solutions with C°-norm < S . We construct the sequence {5,}°^ such that lim,^005, = +00 and a sequence h¡ -ho of C2+a perturbations of the right-hand side ho of the problem converging to a C1-smooth limit Aoo -Ao such that the number of solutions u of the problem r -Au + f(u, x) = Aoo, l W|â£2 = 0, such that IMIco(ñ) -$i satisfies (1.9).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let 5 = S+r(S), where r(S) is definedby (3.23), (3.21), (3.46 ). Now choose a new value of e . We put e' = min{e, ô(S)/2}, where the function ô is defined by formulae (3.46), (3.21), (3.22) , and satisfies (3.48).
Subtracting Ao from f(u, x) we reduce the theorem to the case Ao(x) = 0. Consider a cover of the set of a priori solutions u suchthat IMIco(ñ) < 5 of all boundary value problems (1.3) with C-smooth right-hand sides A such that ||A||C0™ < e' by C°-norm balls of radius p(S) -r(S+r(S)). This cover can be chosen to satisfy statements (a) and (b) of Proposition 2.4. So, we may assume that the number of balls NB(S) in the cover satisfies the following inequality:
where Ci%(N, diamQ) is a constant which can be explicitly written. Note that for any uq such that ||wollco(ñ) -$, P(S) < 5 -||wo||co(ñ) • r esults of §3 the number of solutions of a problem (1.3) with a right-hand side À satisfying ||Â||c0,g, < e' belonging to a ball B of the cover does not exceed the number of solutions of the equation TJ"B'(ui) = 0. Here the mapping T-"b) is defined as T-h in §3 for the center ub of the ball B as «o • The mapping T-""^ is defined on a ball B of radius r(S) in the space Pi(uR) determined by uR exactly as P, was determined by uq in §3. This ball is mapped into the space Qi(ub) determined by uB exactly as ß, was by uq . Thus, (1.8) can be written as u(S, e) > ¿>(5, e). Consider now an increasing sequence {5,}^, such that lim,^+00 5, = +oo. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we take a new value of e . Namely, let e, < min{e/4, ¿(5, )/4} be a positive constant such that for any positive e" < e, and any 5 > 5,, 0(S, s) < s. Here and below S(S) is the function defined in §3 and satisfying (3.48). Now we apply Theorem 1.1. The theorem implies that there exists a C2+a-smooth function (we denote it by A,) such that (1) This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. D
